Visitor Photography Policy Statement

We encourage visitors to take photographs during their visit for personal, non-commercial use.

Please refrain from:

- providing any third parties with photographs for sale or reproduction*;
- recording videos;
- using additional lighting or flash;
- using tripods, monopods or selfie sticks;
- photographing loan paintings and objects, normally indicated by an accompanying label;
- taking professional portraits or other photographs explicitly featuring people (for example, fashion/art student shoots or wedding parties)**;
- photographing children and young people without explicit consent from an accompanying adult (for example, school groups and/or those attending family events).

Please respect the individual wishes of visitors by not obstructing access to our works of art or taking pictures of anyone without their explicit permission.

You may use your photographs for your own private and non-commercial purposes, which includes:

- posting them on personal, non-commercial social media profiles, provided no further commercial reuse of the content is permitted by the terms of use of the social media platform;
- using them in personal, non-commercial blogs, websites and in academia, provided no further commercial reuse of the content is permitted by the terms of use of the website or outlet.

For further information and enquiries, please email picture.library@wallacecollection.org

To enquire about commercial film or photography shoots, please email events@wallacecollection.org

To enquire about Press film or photography, please email press@wallacecollection.org

*Failure to comply with the policy will be investigated and may lead to legal action being taken.
**Visitors deemed to be carrying out an unauthorised photoshoot will be asked to leave the premises by Security.
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